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The titles in this index are all of the English-language pop-up and movable books published between 1998 and 2007. This list supplements two previously printed volumes by Ann Montanaro: *Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography* [Scarecrow, 1993] and *Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography, Supplement 1, 1991-1997*. Also included in this Title Index are works published prior to 1998 which were inadvertently omitted from the print versions. Questions about entries, changes, corrections, and/or additions can be sent to: info@movablebooksociety.org.


**The Garden is Open.** Written and illustrated by Pamela Pease. Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Paintbox Press, 1998. Description: 30 pages. 19 x 19 cm. Issued with a dust cover. Two sisters plant a flower garden, which brings joy not only to them but to an entire town. Includes a


**Gardening with Mr Dog.** By Pippa Young. London, Bodley Head, 2001. Description: 12 pages. 19 cm. The sun is shining and Mr Dog has decided to go outside and work in his garden. See inside his shed and help him collect the fallen leaves, water the flowers and plant his seeds. ISBN: 0370327608. OCLC: 45648450.


**Ghost Hunters! A 3-dimensional Game Book.** By Brian Lee. London, Tango, 1998. Description: 13 pages. 31 cm. Four friends are preparing to capture the ghosts that have been haunting Crumble Castle. The book unfolds and turns into a


Ghoul School: Lift the Flaps, pull the Tabs, and Spin the Wheels in this Hair-raising Pop-up Lesson in Spookery. David Roberts, illustrator. Corina Fletcher, paper engineer. Printed in China. New York, Harry N. Abrams, 2000. Description: 10 pages. 30 x 20 cm. At Ms. Vampira’s school, timid souls are transformed into spooky ghosts and goblins. Five double-page pop-ups with, as the subtitle states, other moving parts. The book includes many loose pieces: under the first gatefold, a removable newspaper Daily Gloom, is held under the man’s arm. Two books, Spells and Screams are in the desks of the school room, The Afterlife and 101 Classic School Lunches fit in the pocket of the mealtime scene, and a report card is in the final pocket. ISBN: 0810941406. OCLC: 44786187.


Description: 14 pages. 21 x 31 cm. “Describes seven of the biggest creatures that ever lived; Starts with the prehistoric Tyrannosaurus Rex, Brachiosaurus, Blue Whale, Giant Condor, Indricotherium, Great Shark, and the prehistoric Dragonfly (Meganeura monyi) with an original wing span of 75 centimetres.” Same contents as Big Creatures from the Past. Seven large fold-out pop-ups. ISBN: 0600570320. OCLC: 221283041.


Giants of the Earth: Dinosaurs: Exciting Pop-ups, Lift-the-flaps and
Description: 10 pages. 25 x 29 cm. ISBN: 1741246911. OCLC: 156777997.

**Gaiarama.** See titles in the series.

Description: 24 pages. 26 x 24 cm. “A Saks Fifth Avenue & VH1 Event to Benefit the VH1 Save The Music Foundation. A special commemorative volume celebrating the gift of music with text and original artwork by renowned artist Sandra Magsamen.” The gift of music is shared with friends. Printed on stiff board pages. One simple, double-page pop-up. Issued with a poster. The cover has a “present” tied with red ribbon and empty gift envelope. The envelope inside the book has a fold-out message. ISBN: 0-9721152-7-7.

**A Gift for Paddy.** Printed in Belgium. London, Brown Watson, n.d. [196-?].
Description: 10 x 15 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. “The story of a little dog, Paddy who is given a gift of a kitten, and goes off in a huff, then when they make friends, mischief afoot.” Four pop-ups. Code No BW/C. 38. Bookseller’s description.

Description: “An eight page paper booklet. It has a church window that opens, a pop-up Christmas tree, and a manger scene.” Bookseller’s description.

Description: 20 cm. The book has pages depicting things a little girl would carry in her purse: a wallet, photos, tiara, compact mirror, candy, and a heart-shaped locket. ISBN: 9781400311019. OCLC: 154697544.

Description: 20 cm. Pop-up Tea Party has pages that unfold to pop-up tea cups and tasty treats to have your own “play” tea party. ISBN: 9781400311026. OCLC: 154697545.


Description: “Combination illustrated and pop-up books, bound together at spine with wire grommets covered in red plastic, and all with the same publisher’s serial number on title pages (L1060); featuring 3 pop-up illustrations (one for each story). Bookseller’s description.

Description: 10 pages.16 cm. ISBN: 0001441760. OCLC: 215982153.

Description: 6 pages. 11 x 16 cm. Three pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 20 pages. 13 cm. They've got googly eyes, wonky horns and toothy grins, but they're the friendliest bunch of beasties you could ever hope to spy! The front cover has a sparkling and glittering picture. “A mini gift book with a surprise pop.” ISBN: 0340884401. OCLC: 58555235.
Description: 4 pages. 46 x 33 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Two stand-up pop-ups illustrating the subject in the title. On cover: “L.5.” Private collection.


Description: 24 x 24 cm. Inspired by the Eden Project in Cornwall, England. Discover the world around you to see how your jeans grew, where sugar comes from, and what a chocolate tree looks like and more. Pop-ups and lift-the-flaps. ISBN: 1903919169. OCLC: 57484392.


Also: Pop-up Storybook. Ashland, Ohio, Landoll, Inc. 1999. ISBN: 0-7696-0757-
8.


**Goldilocks and the Three Bears.** Pop-up Book. Printed in China. New York,
Playmore; Waldman, 2002.
Description: 10 pages. 15 x 20 cm. Padded cover. Text printed parallel to the spine. Cover illustration: mother bear is helping baby bear with clothing. Goldilocks is visible through the window and father bear is standing to the side. Five fanfolded pop-ups. ISBN: 1590600282. OCLC: 53810568.


Description: 8 pages. 26 cm. Tab-operated mechanicals and pop-ups. OCLC: 52051283.


Description: 20 x 14 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Very simple, fanfolded pop-ups. Includes a two-inch fabric finger puppet of a horse which extends through a die-cut opening on the cover and pages. OCLC: 56979053.

Description: 12 pages. 29 x 17 cm. There are all kinds of excuses for not going to bed. Six double-page pop-ups with lift-the-flaps, and tab operated mechanicals. ISBN: 0-7636-0763-0. OCLC: 41995373.


Goosey Gander Pop-up Book. London, Dean, n.d. [197-?].
Description: Text printed parallel to the spine. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 18 pages. 29 x 29 x 4 cm. Eight double-page pop-up spreads feature the rooms and gardens of Elvis Presley’s mansion in Memphis, Tennessee. Gatefolds on many spreads have additional small pop-ups and text. ISBN: 1-59474-131-X. OCLC: 76838612.

Graham Oakley’s Magical Changes. New York, Atheneum, n.d. [198-?].
Description: 34 pages. 25 x 28 cm. A mix-and-match book. Illustrations without text depict a variety of humorous scenes. The pages are cut horizontally across the middle enabling the reader to mix up the scenes. ISBN: 0689307322. OCLC: 5498865.

Description: 23 pages. 14 cm. With five pop-ups. “Two or three ‘layers’ of characters and background, all lying flat on the page. Each layer is fixed to the next by a piece of thread; when this is pulled the whole scene springs up into perspective.” OCLC: 63092042. Toronto Public Library.

Description: 12 pages. 29 x 29 cm. The featured properties are: The Governor’s Palace in Williamsburg, Monticello, The Hermitage, Wintertur, Biltmore, and Vizcaya. Booklets attached to each of the double-page pop-up spreads provide information about each of the houses. Six large pop-ups with a peep-show inside the front cover. Issued with an illustrated, securing paper band that holds the covers together. ISBN: 0899307987. OCLC: 50903608.

Description: 17 pages. 26 x 24 cm. Book folds to form a carousel of boxes. The gatefold at the end explains how all of the effects are created. ISBN: 1857076389. OCLC: 61529301.


Great Pop Up Buildings of the World. David F. Smith, illustrator. Designed and
Description: 12 pages. Six original plays written in rhyme illustrated on six movable pages. Bookseller’s description.

The Great Recycling Adventure: A Lift-a-flap Look at Old Things Made New.

Description: 10 pages. 25 x 20 cm. Padded cover. When Bendon Bear and his friends find a treasure map, they get lost in the forest. With the help of friends, they find their way home. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five fanfolded pop-ups printed on glossy paper. ISBN: 1-55280-796-7. OCLC: 63516006.

Description: 12 pages. 20 x 28 cm. Features nine scripture verses with pop-up illustrations and interactive pull-tabs that bring characters and stories to life. ISBN: 978-0829417012.


Description: 15 cm. Six pop-ups animate this simple adaptation of the classic Dr. Seuss tale, where the Grinch learns that maybe Christmas means a little bit more! ISBN: 0375815481. OCLC: 50726665.

Description: 25 cm. Grunter, a pig with an obnoxious attitude, gets an explosive surprise from the other farmyard animals on his birthday. Features a pop-up illustration of the explosion. ISBN: 0761313087. OCLC: 39497776.

Description: 16 pages. 23 x 22 cm. Sometimes when you love someone, you want to find a way of showing just how much. Tab-operated mechanicals, two pop-ups, and a transformational plate that is visible through a die-cut oval in the cover. ISBN: 0-7636-0675-8. OCLC: 40151625.


Description: 19 cm. Dinah and her faithful cat look for dinosaurs in the garden. The dinosaurs appear on the final pop-up spread after Dinah has given up looking for them. Also includes lift-the-flaps. ISBN: 1874371741. OCLC: 38550147.

Description: 10 pages. 23 x 15 cm. Stiff board pages. Each of the flaps has a statement related to either sports, jobs, or fairytales. 15 lift-the-flaps with small pop-ups concealed underneath that answer the “guess who?” ISBN: 1740477642.
